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Abstract—Starting with the maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mation approach, this paper derives the optimum (in the MAP esti-
mation sense) means for performing symbol-timing recovery in the
absence of carrier-phase information (i.e., prior to carrier-phase
recovery). Specifically, we examine the necessary modification of
a well-known form of coherent symbol synchronizer, namely, the
data transition tracking loop (DTTL), to allow its operation in the
absence of carrier-phase information, i.e., as a so-called nonco-
herent symbol sync loop. By employing such a noncoherent scheme,
one can eliminate the need for iteration between the carrier and
symbol sync functions, as typically takes place in receivers that
more commonly perform carrier tracking and acquisition prior to
symbol timing. The performance of both the linear and nonlinear
versions of this noncoherent DTTL is obtained by a combination
of analysis and simulation, and compared with that of the corre-
sponding coherent DTTLs.

Index Terms—Data transition tracking loop (DTTL), nonco-
herent symbol sync loop, symbol synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL methods for establishing symbol synchro-
nization (sync) in digital communication receivers assume

that carrier sync has already been established,1 i.e., the problem
is addressed at the baseband level, assuming that a “perfect” es-
timate of carrier phase is available. We refer to this approach as
coherent symbol sync. Since, for nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) sig-
naling, a suppressed carrier sync loop such as an I-Q Costas
loop includes integrate-and-dump (I&D) filters in its in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) arms, the traditional approach is to first
track the carrier in the absence of symbol sync information, then
feed back the symbol sync estimate to these filters, and then it-
erate between the two to a desirable operating level.
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1The ability to obtain carrier sync prior to symbol sync is enabled by the
possibility of successfully operating a Costas loop with I&D arm filters in the
absence of symbol sync knowledge. Even in the worst case of a symbol sync
error equal to one-half a data-symbol time interval, the loop still provides an
estimate of carrier phase, albeit at an increased mean-square phase error. On
the contrary, a conventional symbol sync scheme cannot guarantee performing
its function in the absence of carrier-phase knowledge, particularly in the worst
case of a phase error equal to �=2 rads.

In this paper, we investigate means for performing symbol-
timing recovery prior to carrier-phase recovery. In particular, we
reexamine a well-known form of coherent symbol synchronizer,
namely, the data transition tracking loop (DTTL), with emphasis
on modifying it to operate in the absence of carrier-phase infor-
mation, i.e., as a so-called noncoherent symbol sync loop. By
employing such a noncoherent scheme, we can eliminate the
need for iteration between the carrier and symbol sync func-
tions. Although originally proposed as an ad hoc scheme back in
the late 1960s [1], [6], it was later shown (in unpublished work)
that by suitably approximating the derivative of the rectangular
symbol pulse shape, the DTTL can be motivated by the max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) approach to symbol-timing estima-
tion. In arriving at the necessary modifications for noncoherent
operation, as mentioned above, we shall employ a MAP motiva-
tion similar to that previously used in arriving at the phase-co-
herent DTTL. Finally, we compare the performance of the high
and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) versions of the noncoherent
DTTL (NC-DTTL) with their coherent counterparts. The per-
formance results will be obtained from a combination of anal-
ysis and computer simulation.

It should be noted that the MAP approach to symbol sync was
considered in [2], in the context of arriving at a nondata-aided
recursive algorithm for symbol timing. Although, at first glance,
it might appear that the approach taken there corresponds to
noncoherent symbol sync, since the carrier phase was assumed
to be unknown but independent from symbol to symbol,2 in re-
ality, the derivation of the MAP estimate of symbol sync was
preceded by a recursive estimate of the carrier phase, which
justifies such an assumption. Our emphasis here, as mentioned
above, is on interpreting the likelihood function (LF) derived
from such an approach in such a way as to arrive at noncoherent
versions of the DTTL. For convenience, we shall adopt a sim-
ilar notation to that used in [2], so that the reader can follow both
approaches and discern the differences.

II. MAP SYMBOL SYNC ESTIMATION IN THE ABSENCE OF

CARRIER-PHASE INFORMATION

A. Derivation of the Exact LF

The input to the receiver is a binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) modulation consisting of a binary NRZ datastream

2As we shall see shortly, the appropriate assumption for truly noncoherent
symbol sync is an unknown carrier phase that is constant over the duration of
the observation, i.e., a sequence of symbols.
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direct-modulated onto a carrier with known frequency and
unknown phase plus noise, and is modeled as

(1)
where is the total received power in the signal, and
are the carrier radian frequency and phase, is a unit ampli-
tude rectangular pulse shape of duration seconds, is the
data sequence consisting of independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) equiprobable data symbols, and is the
fractional timing offset to be estimated. Also in (1), is a
bandpass additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process that
can be represented as

(2)

with , lowpass AWGN processes with single-sided
power spectral density (PSD) W/Hz.

The first step is to demodulate the received signal with the
quadrature carrier reference signals

(3)

resulting in the pair of baseband observables in the th symbol
interval

(4)

Since and represent the received signal at base-
band, it is convenient to express them in the complex form as

(5)

where

(6)

Then, for an observation of duration seconds, corre-
sponding to i.i.d. symbols, the joint probability density
function (pdf) of the collection of complex observables

, conditioned on the trans-
mitted symbol vector and the occurrence
of the unknown carrier phase and fractional symbol-timing
offset , is given by

(7)

where denotes the observation time interval
, and is a constant that is independent of the un-

known parameters, and also reflects the constant energy nature
of the BPSK modulation. The pdf in (7) is traditionally referred
to as a conditional LF (CLF), and given the notation .

Because of the i.i.d. property of the data symbols, the CLF
can be expressed as the product of per-symbol CLFs, namely

(8)

where denotes the time interval
, and, for simplicity, we have ignored all multiplicative

constants, since they do not affect the parameter estimation.
The issue that arises now is the order in which to perform the

averaging over the unknown data sequence and the unknown
carrier phase. Suppose that one attempts to first average over
the carrier phase. In order to do this, we rewrite (8) in the form

(9)
where

(10)

Averaging over the uniformly distributed carrier phase we get3

(11)

where is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind with argument .

The difficulty now lies in analytically averaging over the data
sequence in (11) when is large. Thus, in order to arrive at
simple metrics, before averaging over the data, we must first

3At this point, it should be reemphasized that our approach differs from that in
[2] in that in the latter, the per-symbol LF is averaged over the carrier phase, and
then, because of the i.i.d. nature of the data, an LF is formed from the product of
these phase-averaged LFs. Forming the LF in such a way implicitly assumes that
the carrier phase varies independently from symbol to symbol, which is in oppo-
sition to our assumption that the carrier phase is constant over the observation.
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Fig. 1. NC-LDTTL.

simplify matters by approximating the nonlinear (Bessel) func-
tion in (11).

B. Low SNR Approximation of the CLF—NC-LDTTL

Since the argument of the Bessel function in (11) is propor-
tional to , then for low SNR, the following approxima-
tion is appropriate:

(12)

Applying (12) to (11) and defining the real observables

(13)

we obtain

(14)

Finally, averaging over the i.i.d. data sequence gives the simpli-
fied LF

(15)

To arrive at a closed-loop symbol sync structure motivated by
this LF, we proceed in the usual way by differentiating the LF
with respect to and using the result to form the error signal in
the loop. Taking the partial derivative of (16) with respect to ,
and again ignoring multiplicative constants, gives

(16)

each of whose terms is analogous to that which forms the error
signal in the low-SNR version of the coherent DTTL (referred
to as a linear DTTL (LDTTL) in [3]). Thus, the low-SNR ver-
sion of the NC-DTTL, herein given the acronym NC-LDTTL,
is nothing more than the parallel combination of two coherent
LDTTLs acting on the I and Q baseband signals. A block dia-
gram of this structure is illustrated in Fig. 1, and the analysis of
its performance will follow in the next section.

C. High-SNR Approximation of the CLF

For large SNR, we need to approximate in (11) by its
large argument form, which behaves as . Thus, in this
case, the CLF would be approximated as

(17)
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which unfortunately does not ease the burden of averaging over
the data sequence.

Suppose now instead we first average the CLF over the data.
Then from (8) we have (18), shown at the bottom of the page,
where

(19)

If we now apply the large argument (e.g., high SNR) approxi-
mation to the hyperbolic cosine function, namely

(20)

then (18) becomes (ignoring multiplicative constants)

(21)
which still presents difficulty in analytically averaging over the
unknown parameter, in this case, . Thus, having failed on both
attempts at averaging the CLF over both the carrier phase and
the data sequence at high SNR, we are forced to deviate from
the true maximum-likelihood (ML) approach in favor of one that
will provide a simple metric.

D. Suboptimum Approach Based on an Ad Hoc Approximation
to the Generalized Likelihood Ratio—Noncoherent Nonlinear
DTTL (NC-NLDTTL)

Another approach, albeit suboptimum, that can achieve
near-ML performance is to choose (rather than average over)
the value of the unknown parameter that maximizes the CLF.
This is commonly referred to as a generalized-likelihood ratio
approach. With reference to (11), in the limit of no noise
(infinite SNR), the CLF , or equivalently, the argument
of the Bessel function, would be maximized when

(22)

i.e., all the signal vectors are aligned in the same direction, in
which case, the argument of the Bessel function (ignoring the
constant multiplicative factor) would become

Thus, as a high-SNR approximation of this limiting case, we
propose the ad hoc unconditional LF

(23)
or equivalently, taking the natural logarithm of (23), the log-
likelihood function (LLF)

(24)

For large arguments, the nonlinearity in (24) can be approxi-
mated (to within a scaling constant) as

(25)

which after substitution in (24) yields

(26)

(18)
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Fig. 2. NC-DTTL.

Thus, analogous to (16), differentiating with respect to ,
the error signal in a closed-loop configuration should be formed
from

(27)

An NC-DTTL-type symbol synchronizer that is motivated by
using (27) as its error signal is illustrated in Fig. 2. The anal-
ysis of its performance will be discussed later on. In the mean-
time, it is interesting to note that if one were to consider the
coherent case, wherein would be absent, then setting

equal to zero in (27) gives

(28)

which is exactly the error signal that would be derived from the
MAP approach under the assumption of perfectly known carrier
phase, and thus motivates the construction of the conventional
nonlinear DTTL.

Before proceeding, it is interesting at this point to note that the
LLF in (24) is the same4 as that given in [2, eq. 6.279], which
is obtained by averaging over the carrier phase under the as-
sumption that it varies independently from symbol to symbol,
as discussed in footnote 3. The LLF in (24) can also be obtained
from (21) by again assuming that the carrier phase varies inde-
pendently from symbol to symbol, which is tantamount to re-
placing by in this equation, and then maximizing over the
sequence of carrier phases. It is clear from (21) that this maxi-
mization would occur for , in which case, we obtain
the LF

(29)

Finally, taking the natural logarithm of (29) produces a result
identical to (26) for the LLF.

III. TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF THE NC-LDTTL

With reference to Fig. 1, the upper and lower channels (herein
referred to as “cosine” and “sine” channels) inputs to the I&D
filters in the th symbol interval are described by (4). The local
clock produces a timing reference for the I and Q I&D filters of
each of these channels, which depends on the estimate of .
As such, the outputs of these same filters are, respectively, given

4The only difference is a factor of
p
T in the argument of the Bessel function,

i.e, 2
p
P=N in our result, versus 2

p
E=N = 2

p
PT=N in that of [2],

which comes about because of the difference in the normalization of the carrier
reference signals between the two approaches.
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by (assuming for simplicity that all gains are set equal to unity)
(30) and (31), shown at the bottom of the page.

Since and are not independent, and likewise for
and , it is convenient, as was done in [1], [3], [4], and [6], to
express them in terms of a new set of variables

(32)

where

(33)
with the properties

, mutually independent for all

, mutually independent for all

, ;
,

mutually independent for all

, ;
,

mutually independent for all

Furthermore, all , , , and their sums are
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variances

(34)

Analogous definitions and properties apply to the sine channel
noise variables.

Taking the difference of two successive soft decisions
and (or and ) and multiplying the average
of the result by the quadrature I&D output (or ) delayed
by gives the sine and cosine channel-error signal
components in the th symbol interval

(35)
and

(36)
The total error signal is the sum of the two components in
(35) and (36).

A. S-Curve Performance

The S-curve is by definition the statistical average of the error
signal over the signal and noise probability distributions. Letting

denote the normalized timing error
, the S-curve becomes

(37)

(30)

(31)
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which is independent of the carrier-phase error, as expected, and
also identical to the result for the coherent LDTTL. Thus, using
the results from [3] with a slight change to the notation used
here, we have

(38)

As noted in [3], the normalized S-curve for the NC-LDTTL is
independent of SNR, whereas that for the conventional (non-
linear) DTTL is highly dependent on SNR.

The slope of the normalized S-curve at the origin
will be of interest in computing the mean-square timing jitter
performance. Taking the derivative of (38) with respect to and
evaluating the result at gives for the NC-LDTTL [3]

(39)

B. Noise Performance

The equivalent noise perturbing the loop is character-
ized by the variation of the loop error signal around its mean
(the S-curve), i.e.,

(40)

As discussed in [1], [3], [4], and [6], for loop bandwidths that are
small compared with the reciprocal of the symbol time interval,
which is the typical case of interest, can be approximated
by a delta-correlated process with an equivalent flat (with re-
spect to frequency) PSD. Furthermore, for large loop SNR, it is
customary to consider only the value of the PSD at , de-
noted by . With this in mind, it has been previously shown
[1], [3], [4], [6] that is computed as

(41)
What makes the computation of for the NC-LDTTL dif-
ferent from that computed for the coherent LDTTL in [3] is the
fact that the noise components in the sine and cosine channels,
contained within the error-signal components and that
make up the total error signal , are dependent, since they are
derived from the sine and cosine carrier-phase projections of the
input signal. After much laborious analysis, the following re-
sults are obtained (see the Appendix for the details of the deriva-
tion):

(42)

where denotes the detection symbol SNR. Sub-
stituting (42) into (41) gives the desired equivalent PSD as

(43)

Interestingly enough, the result for the coherent LDTTL is given
by [3]

(44)

although, by comparison, the mathematics employed to arrive at
(44) is considerably simpler than that needed to arrive at (43).

C. Mean-Square Timing-Error Performance

The mean-square timing error of either the LDTTL or the
DTTL is readily computed for a first-order loop filter and large
loop SNR conditions.5 In particular, linearizing the S-curve to

and defining the single-sided loop bandwidth by
, we obtain

(45)

where is obtained from (39) and from (43). Making the
appropriate substitutions in (45) gives the results

(46)

where is the so-called phase-locked loop SNR.
Using (44) instead of (43) in (45) gives the mean-square timing
error for the coherent LDTTL, namely

(47)

IV. TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF THE NC-NLDTTL

For the NC-NLDTTL illustrated in Fig. 2, analogous to (35)
and (36), the error signal components are now given by (48) and
(49), shown at the bottom of the next page.

The total error signal is now the sum of (48) and (49),
which after some trigonometric simplification, becomes (50),

5The results are easily generalized to higher order loops following analyses
similar to those for tracking loops found in classic textbooks, such as [4] and
[5]. Similarly, results for other than high-loop SNR, that depend on statistically
modeling the normalized timing error pdf with, say, a Tikhonov distribution [5],
can be found by following similar analyses to those in these same references.
For the purpose of this paper, namely, to illustrate how the performance of co-
herent and noncoherent versions of the linear and nonlinear DTTL can differ as
a function of symbol SNR, the results for the first-order loop, high loop SNR
case treated here are sufficient.
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Fig. 3. NC-NLDTTL S-curve, � = 0:5.

shown at the bottom of the page, which is clearly independent of
the unknown carrier phase , as desired. To analytically com-
pute even just the S-curve, much less the equivalent PSD, is now
a daunting, if not impossible, task. Thus, in order to determine
the tracking performance of this scheme, we shall have to turn to
results obtained from computer simulations. Before doing this,

Fig. 4. NC-NLDTTL S-curve, � = 1:0.

however, we do note that in the absence of no noise (i.e., in the
limit of infinite SNR), the error signal of (50) becomes

(51)

which is the exact same result as for the coherent conventional
(nonlinear) DTTL, and thus, one can anticipate that in the limit

(48)

(49)

(50)
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Fig. 5. Ratio of the mean-square timing error for the NC-NLDTTL to that of
the coherent (nonlinear) DTTL with window width (�) as a parameter.

Fig. 6. Ratio of the mean-square timing error for the NC-LDTTL to that of the
coherent LDTTL with window width (�) as a parameter.

of large SNR, the noncoherent scheme should suffer little or no
performance penalty relative to the coherent one.

Figs. 3 and 4 are illustrations of the normalized S-curves
for the NC-NLDTTL obtained by computer simulation for two
different values of normalized window width and a variety of
SNR values. Also superimposed on these results are the corre-
sponding S-curves for the NC-LDTTL, as obtained from (38),
which, as previously mentioned, are independent of SNR.

To demonstrate the performance tradeoff of the nonco-
herent versus the coherent DTTL schemes as a function of
SNR, Figs. 5 and 6 plot the mean-square timing error ratios

and ,
respectively, in decibels, versus SNR in decibels for three
different values of normalized window width . For the first
of the two ratios, the variance is obtained by
computer simulation and then divided by the variance of the

Fig. 7. Ratio of the mean-square timing error for the NC-LDTTL to that of the
NC-NLDTTL with window width (�) as a parameter.

conventional (nonlinear) DTTL obtained from the results in [1]
and [6] as

(52)

The second of the two ratios is simply obtained from the di-
vision of (46) by (47). In both cases, we observe that, as ex-
pected, the noncoherent and coherent performances approach
each other as the SNR gets large (i.e., the above variance ratios
approach unity or 0 dB). In the limit of infinitesimally small
SNR, the noncoherent schemes pay a performance penalty with
respect to the coherent schemes, which in the linear case is easily
computed from (46) and (47) to be 3 dB, while in the non-
linear case, appears to be somewhat less and mildly dependent
on the window width. Finally, a comparison between the non-
coherent linear and nonlinear DTTL performances is illustrated
in Fig. 7, where the ratio of to
in decibels is plotted, versus SNR in decibels for a variety of
different window widths. Analogous to a similar plot for the
coherent DTTL schemes in [3], for each window width, there
exists a crossover point at which the variance ratio equals unity
(or, equivalently, 0 dB), indicating the value of SNR that sepa-
rates the SNR regions where one scheme is preferable over the
other.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Starting with the MAP estimation of the symbol sync ap-
proach, it has been shown how to modify a well-known form
of coherent symbol synchronizer, namely, the DTTL, to allow
its operation in the absence of carrier-phase information, i.e.,
as a so-called noncoherent symbol sync loop. By employing
such a noncoherent scheme, one can eliminate the need for
iteration between the carrier and symbol sync functions, as
typically takes place in receivers that more commonly perform
carrier tracking and acquisition prior to symbol timing. The
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performance of both the linear and nonlinear versions of this
NC-DTTL were obtained by a combination of analysis and sim-
ulation, and compared with that of the corresponding coherent
DTTLs. It was shown that the differences in performance (as
measured by mean-square timing error) between the coherent
and noncoherent DTTLs is relatively insensitive to the window
width of the loop. Furthermore, the performance of NC-DTTLs
approaches that of their coherent counterparts at high SNR,
whereas at low SNR values of interest, the penalty is on the
order of 1.5–2 dB.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF (41)

We start by deriving the first of the two results given in (41).
Summing (35) and (36) and simplifying the trigonometry gives

(53)

which is clearly independent of the carrier-phase error, as de-
sired. Squaring the error signal in (53), averaging over the signal
and noise distributions, and then evaluating the result at
gives

(54)

Next, we proceed to evaluate each term in (54) one by one.

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

where making use of the properties of higher Gaussian mo-
ments, well as the noise correlation properties of and ,
previously given in Section III, we get

(59)

and thus, we arrive at the simple result

(60)

Furthermore

(61)

Finally, substituting (55)–(57) together with (60) and (61) in
(54), and recalling that gives the desired result

(62)

The second term in (41) is derived by a similar procedure. In
particular, analogous to (54), we now have

(63)

Next, evaluating each term in (63), but this time omitting the
details, we have

(64)

(65)

(66)

Thus, substituting (64)–(66) in (63) gives the desired result

(67)
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